Móz Designs Introduces 11 New Earth-toned Colorways
The Blendz Patina Collection brings antique patterns to smooth metal surfaces.
(Oakland, CA) April 2021 — Award-winning metal experts, Móz Designs, introduces 11 new earth-toned
Blendz Patina colorways that bring the look of naturally timeworn textures to commercial spaces using
sleek, lightweight metal materials. Available in rusted copper hues, deep forest greens, and moody grays,
the colors appear antique while maintaining a smooth, easy-to-clean finish. Crafted with solid core
aluminum, the new colorways are made to withstand disinfectants and high-traffic areas as we prepare to
reenter shared spaces. Following the industry’s movement toward holistic design, Blendz Patina’s 100%
recyclable panels pair beautifully with natural materials like wood, steel, and concrete. Specifiable as
space dividers, walls, columns, and exterior applications, the new Blendz Patina colorways offer designers
more options to create safe yet design-forward environments.
“Designers are already imagining communal spaces for the next normal, so they’re looking for materials
that are safe while evoking a sense of comfort—that’s where we come in,” says Tripp Sandford, co-founder
of Móz Designs. “The new Blendz colors merge thoughtful design and natural textures with the strength
and durability Móz is known for.”
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Customizable to fit any brand identity or design aesthetic, Móz transposes high-resolution graphics with
the grains of metal for a textured, multi-layered effect. Images are printed on solid core or perforated
metal, and colors and grains can be added to each sheet for a unique dimensional look.
Designed with aluminum, one of the most sustainable materials in the world, and produced in their
solar-powered Oakland factory, Móz puts an active effort into reducing their carbon footprint throughout
the entire design process.

Solid core aluminum sheets are available in a variety of thicknesses ranging from .040" to .125”.
Corrugated options are made from solid core aluminum [ASTM B209] available in .040” sheets. Perforated
aluminum is available in .063” sheets with ⅛” to ½” diameter holes. Standard sheet sizes are 4’ x 8’ and
corrugated panels are available in 44-1/2” x 96” and 44-1/2” x 120” sheets. Móz’s 4’x8’ and 4’x10’ sheets can
also be engraved with 14 standard patterns or customized to fit any design aesthetic.

About Móz Designs
Metals + Architectural Products
Móz designs and fabricates architectural metal sheets, columns, ceilings, walls, and room dividers in
Oakland, CA. Using a unique balance of color, texture, and grain, Móz redefines metal surfacing materials
to create architectural metal products for commercial, hospitality, workplace, transportation,
entertainment, and retail markets, from large-scale exterior installations to easy-to-assemble products
and surface applications. Móz’s innovative products, solutions, and dedication to customer service help
designers achieve their vision on time and on budget. The Móz business, a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Armstrong World Industries since August 2020, operates independently but collaboratively with AWI. Visit
mozdesigns.com for more information or follow us on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIN.
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